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Github.com/marcositu6

PROFILE

Graphic design graduate shifting
career path into web developing
with a goal of creating beautiful
and functional websites thanks
to my keen design eye. I was
drawn to becoming a Web
Developer after working for a
software developer company,
and I can’t wait to explore what
goals I achieve  with a team of
like-minded people.

SKILLS
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React,

nodeJS, express, MySQL,  JQuery,

Adobe suite, 3D Design,

Office Suite, Agile

E X P E R I E N C E

Video production  |  Autentia

APR  2019 - 2021,  MADRID, SPA

● Creative multimedia process manager in a software consultant
agency that got me closer and more interested in the  programming
world.

● Successfully managed, ran, filmed and edited a  youtube channel with
more than 7k subs with hundreds of tech talks serving the spanish
developer community.

● I obtained great communication skills by attending tech talks daily
and interviewing developers.

Video and graphic design in-house  |  Renovetec

APR  2018 - 2019,  MADRID, SPA

● Video production for social media including adaptive processes based
on results.

● Started off with very little experience but taught myself how to
create beautiful videos at a fast paced rhythm with a great attention
to detail.

Graphic Design Internship  | Torrents Creativos

Jun  2015 - 2016,  LOGRONO, SPA

● General graphic design work including web developing, which laid
down my base in development being self taught at this time even
managed to create a whole section of a website from another
developer having to understand his code and it’s up and running to
the date with 50.000 visitors a month.

E D U C A T I O N

BrainStation  |  Diploma Candidate, Web Development

JAN  2022 - APR  2022, VANCOUVER, CA

IED Madrid  |   Bachelors in Graphic Design

SEP  2014 - 2018,  MADRID, SPA

● Excelled in the computer related signatures such as programming.

P R O J  E C T S

Web Developer | Nutrition app back-office

March  2022, Capstone project Brainstation

● Created a database to store user actions on a Nutrition app by learning
MongoDB from scratch.

● Implemented a server API to retrieve the data from said database and a

React app to beautifully display analytics of the user actions for the Nutrition

app admins.

Web Developer | Recommender System for Shopify
March  2022, Capstone project Brainstation

● Created API backend  to store User preferences for recommendations while
on the shopify onboarding to help the users select addons to their store.
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